Nowadays, in the wireless networks the number of users and the transferred packet switched data are increasing dramatically. Due to the demands and the market competition the services are becoming more complex, therefore network providers and operators are facing even more difficult network management and operation tasks. The efficient network dimensioning and configuration highly depend on the underlying mathematical model of user distribution and expected data transfer level. In this paper we propose a Markov Movement-model Creator Framework (MMCF) for setting up a model based on the network parameters and requirements with optimal number of states. Firstly we describe a method that gives an abstract model of the mobile network and the node, and we introduce a simple classifying method that defines the necessary parameters of the exact Markov movement model. The mathematical solutions for determining these parameters are also presented in the paper. Finally we analyze the accuracy, complexity and usability of the proposed MMCF and an analytical comparison is made with other mobility models, the comparison is justified with simulations. The movement model created with the framework helps the network operators in setting up an effective authorization, fraud detection system or solving self-configurations issues.
Introduction
Information mobility has become one of the most common services in the modern world with the widespread usage of portable phones and other smart, mobile devices. The number of users and the amount of the transferred data is increasing dynamically and there are more and more technologies, standards, and solutions to support mobility. The providers offer different and sophisticated services in current market competition. Hence the network providers and operators face more and more complex management systems and operation tasks. Wireless multimedia and other services have many requirements and the resources in the network are often expensive and limited. Nowadays the operation tasks have some critical parts, i.e. guaranteeing the security of user-related information and data, providing QoS and maintaining the service levels in the network. Many solutions based on movement mobility models are provided in the literature for these tasks. The enhanced radio techniques applied in mobile systems provide enough bandwidth for present mobile multimedia applications. However such applications are sensitive to the degradation of QoS parameters. To avoid such degradation two important issues should be considered; proper dimensioning of physical network resources is essential and by using Call Admission Control (CAC) the operator can limit the number of newly accepted connections, thus achieve traffic shaping [1] . Accurate, yet simple mobility models are required to address these issues. In recent years people increasingly rely on wireless devices in their daily life for very sensitive tasks such as shopping and bank transactions. Although many authentication protocols are used in wireless, mobile networks, it is still a challenging issue to design a fully secure mobile environment because of the open radio transmission environment and the vulnerability of mobile devices. Anomalybased detection as part of the detection-based techniques creates normal profiles of system states or user behaviors, stores and periodically compares them with the current activities. If significant deviation is detected, the network system raises an alarm. However a user profile is very difficult to build up, it could largely increase the security of a wireless system [2] [3] [4] . Mobility models and location prediction could take significant parts of creating user profiles as well.
The previously mentioned fast evolution of network applications and services require skilled individuals to install, configure and maintain these systems. Other possibility is to introduce mechanisms and procedures, which make a system to be able to reconfigure, heal or install itself [5] . These systems shall be capable of modifying their own behavior and adapt to environmental changes based on performance measures. However this area is not well explored, a well developed mobility model can be used as a proper trigger to rebuild a cell boundary in 4G LTE (Long Term Evolution) network or recognize radio interface problem of mobile access points.
Different areas have been introduced above where mobility models should be used, but the scope of this research area is far more wider nowadays. The discussion of individual or group mobility modeling problems is a hot topic these days [4, 7, 8, 10, [14] [15] [16] . Beside other approaches a few propositions are using Markov model as a sophisticated mathematical solution [8, 10, 13, 14] . In this paper our aim is to give general design guidelines to create a Markov movement mobility model with optimal number of states and proper accuracy according to the network and user movement parameters. To achieve this goal we analyze and classify the Markov approaches from the literature in Chapter 2. We determine common parameters and propose a method to determine and calculate parameters from given network topologies in Chapter 3. These parameters are applied in our algorithms to determine some basic attributes that define a specific Markov movement model. In Chapter 4 we propose a new classification method for Markov approaches in the literature. In Chapter 5 we introduce the Markov Movement-model Creator Framework (MMCF), which is a general algorithm to create an optimal model for an arbitrary network. In Chapter 6 we show a simulation environment that is able to compare different mobility models. Chapter 7 consists of our conclusions.
Related work
Different mobility models have been proposed in the literature to cope with user mobility in different wireless and mobile networks (e.g. cellular networks, ad hoc networks etc.). In this chapter we give a short overview about mobility models.
In the traditional Random Walk mobility model the node moves from its current location to a new location by randomly choosing a direction and a speed. The Random Walk model defines user movement from one position to the next with randomly selected speed and direction. Many derivatives of the Random Walk mobility model have been developed including one, two, three -and d-dimensional walks.
A flexible mobility framework for hybrid motion patterns is the Mobility Vector model [7] . A mobility vector expresses the mobility of a node as the sum of two subvectors: the Base Vector (BV) B = (bx v , by v ) and the Deviation Vector (DV) V = (vx v , vy v ) . The BV defines the major direction and velocity of the node while the DV stores the mobility deviation from the base vector. The mobility vector M is expressed as M = B + αV where α is an acceleration factor.
The location history traversed by a mobile user is exploited in High-Order Markov Model that is described in [4, 8] . The model focuses on the identification of a group of especially harmful internal attackers. The order-o Markov predictor assumes that the location can be predicted from the current context, which is the sequence of the previous o most recent characters in the location history.
F. Lassabe et al. present a mobility model adapted to the logging of mobile positioning or to the tracking of mobiles. This model is based on the All-Kth Markov Model [10] . They present two predictive models from the AKMM: the K-to-1 past Model and its improvement, the K-to-1 past* Model. The model defines a Markov state-space constructed of the possible user trajectories. Each state describes a trajectory section of 1 to K previous locations. The model predicts future locations based on the possibilities of each transition between states. A threshold value is used to select a group of locations which are likely to be visited in the next step, so a handoff procedure can be prepared for each one.
Shiang-Chun Liou et al. present a mobility model with twotier cell structure in [15] . The user trajectory is defined based on the logical function of velocity, direction, acceleration and position. This logical function is converted to a model that uses three preceding geographical locations to estimate the fourth parameter. The location prediction with this estimation enables the network operator to make preparations for a future handoff in the group of cells that are likely to be crossed. Two-tier cell structure is used to decrease the waste of bandwidth due to reserved resources of a future handoff. The two tiers can be described in a mobile cell as a function of distance from the base station (first tier). While the mobile node is close to the base station, it is unlikely that the even with a sudden trajectory modification the mobile node steps into an other cell. On the other hand, if the mobile node is more close to the cell boundary (second tier), the possibility of a handoff is increasing.
Sándor Szabó proposes a ring-based mobility prediction and resource reservation algorithm in [14] . A cell cluster is divided into three cell groups, where the first group is equivalent to the central cell of the cluster, the second and third groups consist of the cells that are located in the first and second cell ring around the central cell respectively. The pre-handoff resource reservation is derived from the possibilities of the event that the mobile node steps from the central cell into a cell of the second or third cell-group. This approach can be considered as the generalization of the two-tier cell structure described in [15] to an inter-cell level.
W. Ma et al. propose a user mobility pattern (UMP) based model (Mobility Patern-Based Scheme -MPBS) in [16] . The MPBS is a general method to follow users in the network without expensive paging operations if the user meets some requirements. The model defines a personal mobility pattern list which consists of a sequence of register areas (RA, i.e. mobile cells), and a time-sequence of the trajectory on the RA sequence. The time-sequence is built up by the timestamps of handoffs between RAs, and the dwell times for each RA. Based on the time-and RA-sequence an exact timeline can be defined which is followed by the user. The operator does not need to page the user in different RAs, because the timeline shows that in which RA is the user located at the actual timestamp. Naturally, the ideal user who always follows the timeline does not exist, but the timesequence and RA-sequence provides information even if the actual timeline differs from the prerecorded one. A categorization is presented with four categories where the first category is the ideal user with a timeline-compatible trajectory. Second category involves users who are following the RA-sequence but with time delays or hurries, that is the network operator can find the user in the remaining RA set after the last paging or location update. Users who are located in the appropriate RA set, but are not following the sequence are in the third category. The fourth category is for the users who are located out of their UMPs, that is their actual trajectories are not close to the prerecorded ones.
Network abstraction and determining parameters
In this Chapter we collect the most significant properties and parameters of the mobile network that can describe an abstract network model.
Basic notations and descriptions
We define the basic notations that we use is the article. The basic model will resemble to the abstract one in our previous work [11, 12] .
• The specific network with all its parameters is denoted with N.
• The Mobile Nodes (MN, alias mobiles, moving entities, users) are the mobile equipments that want to communicate with other mobile nodes or fixed partners and move between the radio access points. The number of users (number of MNs) in the model is denoted by n u .
• There are Mobility Access Points (MAP, alias cells), these are the only entities that are capable to communicate with the mobile nodes via radio interface. All mobility access points have their own geographical area. While the MN moves in an area, it is always connected to the owner of the area. The number of mobility access points in the model is denoted by n m . The user can connect to MAPs with handovers from the neighboring MAPs, each user is connected to only one MAP at a time. The neighbor MAPs could use even different access technology than the current MAP and they could be located at the very same geographical place as well, the model does not require one access technology in the whole network. The number of neighbor MAPs of MAP i is denoted by n i nm .
• There are other network elements which provide the communication in the core network behind the MAPs. We denote these as Network Elements (NE).
• Network trace is abstraction of the network operation log, it contains 4-tuples of a timestamp, user ID, MAP ID and network event. A trace entry could mean for example the selected user connected with handover to the MAP at the given timestamp. The network trace contains all information of the mobility of the users in the network.
(Where 'n' is used as notation, it always denotes number.)
Deriving parameters of a given network
A way to describe a network is to observe the network trace. We introduce a method to process the network traces to calculate typical parameters of the mobility.
The trace entry describes the events in a cellular network. An event might be a status change of the given user (e.g. mobile node is idle state, voice call or data transfer is set up, cell boundary crossing). The logical location of the event is determined with the MAP ID where the user is located at the timestamp of the event. (Table 1 ). The events are recorded in the network management system's logs, thus the information can be extracted from the management system of cellular mobile networks.
The aim is to derive the parameters of the user mobility, therefore we should pick the relevant entries from the network trace. In our work we focused on location changes of users, handovers, and initializing or receiving calls. These events are observed during a time interval that is considered to be the reference interval for deriving model parameters.
We assumed that the user distribution in the network is given at the first moment of the reference interval. We created a discrete sample series where samples are taken with ∆t time, that is a location status is assigned to every users per ∆t time. ∆t is defined system-wide as the minimum of the time interval elapsed between two events registered to the same user. That is the sample frequency is set to the "fastest" user in the network. This ensures that every user event and all status reports are processed.
With this sampling a MAP ID and a status can be determined to every user in every timeslot. The sampling results an n u × n T sized P matrix, where n T denotes the number of timeslots, and n u the number of users in the model. P matrix stores the MAP IDs and status of each user in each timeslot.
The relative frequency of any status can be determined based on P matrix, for instance the relative frequency of receiving voice call in a MAP, or even the handover rate between two different MAPs. We defined the S set, which contains all possible states and events appearing in the logs. The important ones are the following:
• receiving voice call
• receiving data call • initiating voice call
• initiating data call
• fall back into idle status.
Depending on the detail of the logs more and different statuses, events could be investigated as well. For example if more data traffic classes are identified in the logs, then they could also be differentiated. In our presented work the statuses mentioned above are sufficient in the model.
To determine the relative frequencies of statuses in a MAP, the status must occur frequently enough, otherwise it is neglected. Let us define the n u × n C C s = [c s i, j ] matrix, where c s i, j , s ∈ S is the occurrence of s status with user i, in MAP j from the P matrix. The average occurrence of s status in the network is:
The parameter c s can be used as a main requirement in order to create valid model based on the network. So the network must be monitored for sufficient time before we create a model from it. Parameter ε c denotes the minimal occurrence of a status for acceptance, if the occurrence is smaller than ε c , the rate will be 0. Based on this, the relative frequency matrix of a status can be determined as the following: The rate of receiving call is introduced: µ. It can be determined for every user in every MAP from the
the average value is also calculable in similar manner described above:
The most important event is the handover. Let us assume that the aggregated behavior of the MNs can be modeled with a finite state continuous Markov chain. The chain is given with a rate matrix B Q = [b i, j ]. In this matrix, all the possible MAPs are listed, which the users earlier have connected to. The matrix will be of size n m × n m , where each b i, j denotes how freque the user steps from MAP i to MAP j . From the rate matrix the transition matrix B Π can be determined easily. We assume that the matrix B Π is irreducible and aperiodic that implies that the chain is stable and there exists a stationary distribution. This will be denoted by a density vector b. In this vector, the i th element denotes the probability of the MN or MNs being located under the i th MAP. This is the same probability as the relative number of handovers from and to the i th MAP.
If we sum up the i th row in this matrix, we get a rate of that the MN moves from the i th MAP. Let λ denote the average rate of handover and denote the rate of handovers for a general MN anywhere in the network. The B matrices can be determined for a single user, user group or all of the users as well and it can be assigned to a state in the network also. According these assumptions, for example B i,s Π is the transition rate matrix of user i, when it is in status s.
Another network describing parameter, which is useful during the modeling, is the number of visited MAPs by the user. That is calculated as follows:
A general network describing parameter, the weighted average of visited MAPs is:
The structure of the mobility model will be built up using two main parameters. One is the number of nodes: n c . The other one is the average number of neighbor MAPs that should be also weighted with the probability density of the MN:
When talking about an existing network, the parameters described in this chapter can be calculated easily, producing the base of the model.
Classifying Markov mobility models 4.1 Basic assumptions
In a simple, general Markov-chain based mobility model a user or users can be located in different Markov states. MAP or Per. Pol. Elec. Eng. group of MAPs (or merged MAPs based on a special relationship) is mapped to a state or more states of the Markov-chain model. Let us define X(t) random variable, which represents the movement state of a mobile terminal during timeslot t. The transition probabilities of the Markov model can be determined from the describing parameters of the network (see Chapter 3). Let us assume that the Markov chain is always irreducible and aperiodic, so the stationary user distribution is determinable.
Fig. 1. The main classifying of the Markov mobility models
Two main type of Markov mobility models are distinguished, User-Centralized and Access Point-Centralized. The latter one is further separated into two subtypes. Figure 1 depicts this main classification.
In the next subsection these groups of models are explained with some examples.
User-centralized Markov models (UC)
A user or a group of users from the network is selected for observation in user-centralized Markov models. The users' movement behavior is modeled with a Markov model. Only the MAPs which are visited by the selected user(s) are taken into account, other MAPs, and other users do not affect the structure of the movement model. Fig. 2a shows how to create a user centralized model. The chosen user in the example visits only the MAPs between ID 1 and ID 5. Each MAP is mapped into one standalone Markov state. This is a very simple model, where the stationary distribution of the Markov chain is equal to density vector b which is the stationary distribution of B Π transition matrix.
The usage of this model is reasonable if the behavior of the user is to be investigated or a user profile is needed to be created for example for fraud detection.
Most of the Markov mobility models in the literature can be classified into this section, for example [4, 9, 10].
Access Point-centralized Markov models (AC)
The access point-centralized Markov models can be used when the user distribution in a selected MAP or group of MAPs must be determined. Instead of modeling the behavior of an individual user, a MAP and its environment is to be observed. In these cases a MAP or more MAPs and defined neighbors are selected according to a requirement. The users who stepped into Two guidelines exist:
• In the structured model certain MAPs are grouped together for a predefined reason, which creates a regular structure in the model.
• a MAP or MAPs are simply mapped into a state of Markov model. This method called unstructured model.
Details and examples are presented in the next subchapters.
Unstructured Markov models (AC/U)
In the unstructured models a MAP is simply mapped into a Markov-chain state. The results from determined stationary distribution are easy to map back, into the MAPs which makes it simple to use for CAC decisions. Fig 3 depicts the methodolgy of unstructured model creation. The Markov chain on Fig. 3 shows our previous work [13] .
Structured Markov models (AC/S)
In the structured Markov model groups of MAPs are defined. The grouping can be derived from user behavior, geographical specialty or even network requirement. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show examples for structured solutions. The ring model on Fig. 5 is designed for a simple and efficient CAC based in [14] . The M3 model that can be seen on Fig. 4 is also improved as compared to our previous work [13] .
Attributes
The example models introduced above are the simplest ones in their class. In this section we determine attributes to the classifying system which describe important parameters of the Markov models. Supported by these attributes more complex, more sophisticated models could be constructed for solving more difficult problems.
At the introduction the examples used present only one attribute at a time to keep the simplicity and distinctness. Of course the attributes could be used together in any number and combination.
Level of the model
As mentioned in Section 3.2, B Π could be determined from the P matrix for every status as well. There are two main reasons to handle the statuses differently:
• the users behave differently in certain statuses
• the users in distinct statuses must be modeled in a different way (for example different CAC is used for the users in voice call, than the users downloading data from the internet)
In these cases the B Π must be calculated for different statuses. This diversity in the model is represented by 'levels' (Fig. 4a) . The transition rates between the levels show the intensity status changes in the current MAPs. 
Resolution of the model
There is a possibility to merge adjacent MAPs together, if those MAPs are not needed to be handled separately. If outgoing predictions of users in two adjacent MAPs match within a Per. Pol. Elec. Eng. certain limit, the two adjacent MAPs could be merged together and handled henceforward as a new major MAP. By this the complexity of the model can be decreased. Fig. ? ? shows an example, in which the 6 neighbor MAPs of an access pointcentralized, unstructured model are merged into 3 new major MAPs.
'Grouping' explained in Section 4.3.2 (structured models) is not equal to 'merging' mentioned here. During the 'merging' new, major MAPs are created instead of the initial ones. A 'grouping' organizes the MAPs into a structure.
Every level could have its own resolution. The resolution is denoted with R, R = G 1 , . . . , G n M , where G is a set of merged MAPs, and n M the number of new MAPs after merging. The R is described a general rate, n m : n M . The vector R= [R 1 , . . . , R n L ] contains the resolution rules to every level.
Order of the model
The application of the recent user locations has a capital importance in variable, directional user motion. Neglecting the preceding transition series of a user in the MAP results that the estimation works with a significantly higher error rate [13] .
Therefore, an o-th order could be determined for our Markov models similar like in [4] . In our model, sequence of MAP IDs can be assigned to every MAP not to a user; ID 1 , ID 2 ,. . ., ID i , . . . , where ID i denotes the identity of the MAP visited by the mobile before it stepped into the current MAP. The last element of the sequence is always the current MAP. The future locations of the mobile in most of the cases are correlated with its movement history. The probability that the user moves to a particular MAP depends on the location of the current cell and a list of cells recently visited. If only the current cell is taken in account, like in previous examples, the order is 1.
For every MAP different o-th order could be assigned, which determines the length of the recently visited MAP ID list before the current MAP. Since a MAP could be reached on different paths by the users, therefore more specific MAP ID list could belong to a MAP, and for this reason more Markov state assigned to a MAP, see Fig. 5 .
Thus O= [O 1 , . . . , O n c ] matrix denotes the order of the model for a level, where oi is the applied sequence length of previous visited MAPs to
The weighted average order for a model is the following:
Markov Model Constructor Framework
In this chapter we give guidelines to construct a Markov movement mobility model for a network. is the main type of the model, which could be UC, AC/U, and AC/S.
The next subchapters describe how to determine the attributes and type of the general Markov model in view of the N network.
Main type of the model
The proper main type of the model is determined by the goals and requirements, not by mathematical computation.
Beside the mentioned examples there are some guidelines for selecting the best model type according terms and conditions:
• User-Centralized 
Determining the level
A new level should be applied in the model, if the mean difference between transition matrixes for different user statuses is greater than a predefined limit.
Of course if there is a requirement to use levels, than it must applied independently from the calculation.
Let us define ε ds as limit of mean difference between the B Π and transition matrix for different s user statuses (B s Π ). The average weighted deviation can be calculated by the following:
If w s ds > ε ds is true for a status s, then a new level must be introduced into the model for status s. This inequality must be analyzed for all s ∈ S .
The number of levels can be calculated:
Determining order
The future movement of the users is highly influenced by the path they have taken in the past to reach the investigated point. Leaving this out of consideration would introduce large errors into the mobility model. However it is not always useful to look back into each direction or to look back in equal depth into each direction from every MAP.
The determination of order needs proper precaution. The order exponentially increases the number of states in the model. This can be seen on Fig. 5 , where the order is generally 2, for all
Main idea is to analyze the importance of each MAP sequence, visited by the users and decide its importance for consideration. The analysis starts with a sequence of length 2 (Length 1 means that only the current MAP is observed) and it is increased one by one. If a sequence of length i belongs to a MAP that is not important, then it will decreased, and i − 1 order will denoted for the MAP. The importance of k order is decided based on the following basic criteria:
• Take the MAP ID sequences for k length, which differ in the first MAP ID and belong to a current MAP. The difference of the outgoing probabilities of the sequences from current MAP must be investigated. Let us define ε op as a limit for this difference. The difference for a MAP i and k-order is determined the following way:
where Q k i is the set of existing k length sequences from MAP i , NB i is the set of neighbor MAP IDs of MAP i and q denotes a sequence from the set. The first criterion of importance is:
• Take the MAP ID sequences for m length, which differ in the first MAP ID and belong to a current MAP. The fluctuation of the number of users arriving from a certain sequence directions is investigated. Let us define ε uv as a limit for this variance. The variance of number of incoming users from a sequence into MAP i :
where n i,a u is the number of users in MAP i arrived from a sequence (path), n i u is the number of users in MAP i . This must be examined for all of the incoming sequences:
The second criterion of importance is:
k i > ε uv must be applied for all MAP in order to determine O.
Determining resolution
We explained earlier that if outgoing predictions of users in two adjacent MAPs matches within a certain limit, then the MAPs could be merged together to create a new, major MAP.
In our previous work we already published an algorithm for resolution determination. Because of the limitations of this paper the details can be seen in [13] .
Complexity
The complexity of the model could be denoted with the number of states. Following the determining of attributes the number of states is:
Numerical results
In this chapter we compare the accuracy of the proposed MMCF to other models found in the literature. The estimation procedure was validated by a simulation environment of a cell cluster shown on Fig. 6 . The simulation was written in the open source OMNet++ using C++ language. The simulation environment consisted of a cluster with 61 named cells and it also included geographical data that is interpreted as streets and a park on the cluster area. The drift of the movement is heading to the streets from neutral areas.
The simulation used 610 mobile terminals (10 for each cell), in the initial state uniformly distributed in the cluster. The average motion velocity of the users is parametrized with a simple phase-type (PH) cell dwell time simulator (reciprocal of exponentially distributed values). In the simulation time mobile terminals appear and disappear, in order to simulate the active and inactive states.
The simulation consists of two parts. The trace simulation is the series of cell-transitions that the mobiles have initiated. It produces a time-trace that contains the actual location data for each mobile terminal in the network (reference interval). We have used this trace simulation as if it was a provider's real network trace.
The second part is the estimation procedure that uses the past and the current reference simulation results to estimate future number of users in each cell. The estimation error is interpreted as the measure of accuracy of each mobility model in this paper.
The prediction starts 100 timeslots after the reference simulation initiation. During the warm-up process the reference simulation produces enough sample data for the correct estimation, which uses the previous reference results as an input to estimate the future user distribution. Each user-transition in the 100-timeslot reference period is used to derive transition probabilities, motion speed and patterns in the simulation cell-space. These patterns serve as an input for the simulation threads of each mobility model. The models have the same input throughout the simulation process so that the results are comparable.
A widely used modified Random Walk estimation, M3 [14] and M7 [13] The following plots (Fig. 8) show the avarage error of the estimations in every t timeslot. Random Walk model (RW line) peformed worst, it cannot follow the patterns in user fluctuation as it was expected. The M3 (M3 line) and M7 (M7 line) models work with significantly lower error rate, but in t = 5, t = 20 and t = 32 timeslots the average error rate increased suddenly. This is caused by the change of distribution of the directional moving users (suddenly increased the number of active mobile users), what the simple Markov models cannot follow. The MMCF generated Markovian approach (MMCF line) holds the avarage error rate, it followed the changes in user motion appropriately, it is able to learn the directional motion patterns and the fluctuation of user distribution, which proves the strength of the Markov Model Creator Framework.
Conclusion
In this paper we grabbed some significant parameters of mobility and proposed a method to model the mobile node and the network independently of the technology used. We proposed a simple classifying for Markov mobility models, and we have shown examples for the most important types. We showed the attributes of a general Markov model, and we prepared processes for definition. Obviously these algorithms could be further refined. Using the framework it is not necessary to create a new Markov model, only the description of the network, parameters and the requirement of the accuracy must be given and a Markov movement model is generated with minimal number of states. The network operator may use this Markov model to make predictions on the future distribution and location of users among radio cells to justify CAC or other QoS decisions or support self-configuring system in 4G mobile networks.
